
Groundhog Day brings the most watched weather forecast of the year.  In the days leading 
up to Porsche Owners Club’s Season Opener February 2nd & 3rd  at Willow Springs 
International Raceway racers, time trialers, and performance drivers were watching the 
sky and obsessively checking weather apps.  Overheard around the pits under clear skies 
during Friday’s Test & Tune were battling forecasts, flat out denials that rain would come, 
and the ever-optimistic proclamation that “Willow has its own weather.”  Its own weather 
indeed.

We’re spoiled by our ability to run track events year-round.  The downside of this is that 
we have limited experience in the wet.  So, the prediction of heavy rains and the added 
distraction of Superbowl LIII kept many of our usual crowd at home.  Memories vary, but it 
had been years (five? ten?) since POC had run in the rain and many drivers had never driven 
in anything more than lightly spitting skies.  POCers are always up for a challenge and the 
most intrepid decided to give it a go.

Tires were on our minds.  Deep dives into storage sheds to 
uncover never, or gently, used rain tires of uncertain vintage, late 
night internet searches, and scrambles to get them mounted.  
Runs to Home Depot for tarps and bungee cords, digging out 
rain gear and extra layers of clothing added to the usual prep for 
a track weekend.  For me it was a welcome distraction.  WSIR 
was to be my return to racing after a twelve-month time trail 

detour to modify, and then get comfortable in, my rebuilt car.  Racing in the rain gave me 
pause, but also a certain reassurance:  Those really fast guys would have to slow down and 
drive a bit more conservatively.  At least that’s what I told myself.  And so, under foreboding 
skies, we converged to welcome another year of competition, comradery, and fun. 

If the changing weather wasn’t enough, dyno drama was playing 
out along the pit wall.  The downtime between our final event of 
the year and the season opener is a time for car modifications, 
classification changes, and prep for the coming season.  Any 
work on the engine, per GCR rules and newly included BSR, 
requires an updated Appendix D for proper car classification.  
The dyno whined, we paused conversations, and covered our 
ears to the roaring engines.  Horsepower results were erratic 
and unexpected.  Citing the weather, the humidity, or the altitude, 
drivers were frustrated and sent into problem solving mode.  
Adjustments were made, weight added or removed, more dyno 
tests, and by the end of the day it was sorted out.  Despite 
long waits in the cold and wind, drivers were smiling as they 

swapped stories, talked weather, and remarked how lucky we all are to get to do this.  

Orange and Red Racers were the first groups out for practice on Saturday morning.  There 
hadn’t been much rain that morning, but the sky was darkening and the track was still very 
wet from the prior night’s downpour.  Mud and rocks were sprinkled in especially undesirable 
sections and the track edges were soft like quicksand.  A few brave souls ventured out 
without rain tires and quickly realized that was more excitement than they wanted for 
the weekend.  With a variety of cars and tire types, Time Trialers and Performance Drivers 
headed out next for their warmup.  Cars in these run groups are often daily drivers and 
driven to the track (and home).  Sensibility seemed to be the overriding principle of the day.

By mid-morning the rain was really starting to 
come down.  WSIR’s newly refinished, smooth 
surface had became a ribbon of refracted light and 
glare.  Familiar track markings were gone and we 
needed to find new ones, quickly.  Puddles, our 
nemesis, seemed to be everywhere.  Low spots, 
streaming water, rocks, sand were ever-changing 

and focus was more important than ever.  At the morning’s drivers meeting we were told to 
listen for announcements, that track conditions would be monitored, and we were going to 
run rain or shine—provided it was deemed safe to do so. 

Very gently. Like there are eggshells on your pedals, and you don’t want to break them. 
That’s how you drive in the rain.” – Garth Stein, The Art of Racing in the Rain

Driving styles widely differ, but drivers 
universally agree that the wet requires 
smoother inputs and management of an 
increased number of surface dynamics.  The 
green flag fell on the first Orange Race and 
drivers searched for grip, made their moves, 
and worked to find their rhythm.  Rain line 
and race line changed throughout the race, 
especially the front straight where the usual track-right line created a fantail of water 
worthy of a speed boat race and drastically reduced visibility for cars following.  The reality 

of hydroplaning was a critical condition to manage, followed closely by fogging windshields and visors, despite 
careful application of anti-fog.  

“I kinda got the flavor of what the day was like during practice when my car yawed to the left 45 degrees 
heading into T1 and stayed in that angle of attack as I continued straight off into the dirt.” – Paul Barnes #197

What a fun race!  A slower pace for sure and no records were set.  Drivers were more cautious when preparing 
for a pass, but everyone seemed to welcome the challenge to learn.  And, who doesn’t love finding a new way 
to scare ourselves?  By lap seven, several mechanicals and disabled cars in bad spots put the race into yellow 
flag for the next three laps.  Ultimately the conditions were deemed too sketchy to continue and the race was 
black flagged after 10 laps.  No one complained about the shortened race and briefest of impound.  Most of us 
were ready for a break from the intensity of the last half hour.

Weather Apps were churning again.  The Red Racers qualifying session was postponed and everyone ducked 
for cover.  As the heavens disgorged, animated Red Racers paced.  This was the first qualifying session and 
first race of the year.  Come on rain:  Stop!  As if on cue, the skies cleared and predictions promised a short 
window with no rain.  Rolling onto the track, the newest race class made its POC debut:  GT4x4.  Over 20 
vehicles normally relegated to towing responsibilities headed out to lay down some laps.  The sight of trucks 
and SUVs winding their way around the track, purposely splashing and disbursing the water, was a kick.  What 
kind of crazy people would do this?  We know the answer.  Round and round we went, for close to an hour.  The 
ever-present winds that we usually curse, picked up and helped the track to dry out.  Red Racers had a quick 
driver meeting and the consensus was that it was safe to race.  They scrambled to get to grid for qualifying.

On the first outing since modifying his car, Duane Selby was learning its idiosyncrasies and racing in the rain for 
the first time.  “Racing in the rain means you can’t overdrive the car.  Slowing down the inputs and managing 
grip to the extreme is critical.  You have to draw on all of your car control skills to compensate for the low grip.”  
During qualifying both Duane and Kevin Roush found that as the track dried out the rain tires were heating 
up too much, so they went “hunting for water” to cool the tires.  Taking different lines found Duane’s #1 car 
straddling the wet and the dry as he searched for grip through T8 and T9.

Meanwhile, PDS drivers , although initially wary of the wet conditions, leaned on their instructors for guidance.  
As he built confidence, Medi Heshemi found that smoothly guiding his 911 around the track was the answer 
to improving lap times.  Best of all he enthused: “The last couple of weekends I’ve spent with the POC family 
showed me an experience I can’t believe I’ve been missing out on all this time.  I’m totally hooked!”  Under the 
excellent instruction of Don Matz for his second POC event, Mel Zwyer and his Shelby GT350 found speeds that 
he didn’t realize possible in the wet and remain under control—okay with a few wiggles through T3.

Perfect weather and dramatically improved track conditions on Sunday brought out more drivers than Saturday.  
And despite the shortened “Super Bowl” schedule, we managed to have both an Orange and a Red race, along 
with four sessions each for PDS and TT.  Packing up and heading for home there were smiles all around the 
paddock.

One of the things that draws many of us to this sport is the constant 
drive for improvement.  By learning to manage the extreme conditions, 
maintain focus, and to draw upon our skills we finished the weekend as 
better drivers than when we arrived.  Thinking about 
the rainbow at the conclusion of Saturday’s Red Race, it 
was clear to me that we have found the Pot of Gold:  It’s 
our luck and good fortune to participate in this exciting 
and challenging sport.  What a great omen to start off 
our 2019 season!

Be sure to check out the POC 
website for our 2019 schedule of 
events and to stay current on PDS, 
Time Trial and Cup Racing standings.
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We have a world of resources at our fingerrps. Through our Virtuoso partnership 
we offer exclusive access to amenires, upgrades, concierge services, and 
on-the-ground local assistance to create your unforgeeable experience.

We are proud to be a sponsor of the Porsche Owners Club. From weekend 
getaways to longer vacarons, we collaborate with you on all of your travel 
dreams. Because it’s not about one trip of a liferme, it’s about a liferme of 
extraordinary trips.

AAnywhere. Anyrme. Anyway.

Porsche Owners Club
Personal Travel Concierge

1.800.617.3709
poc@tangerinetravel.com
www.TangerineTravel.com
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BUTTONWILLOW 
March 9-10
Second Big Race 
weekend on this 
awesome track. Also the 
first Racers Clinic  
of the year

Registration Now Open!

SPRING MOUNTAIN 
April 27-28
Fantastic track...always 
worth the jaunt to 
Pahrump!

Open to PDS, TT and Cup 
racers.

Registration Open Soon!

2018 POC Yearbook
Our entire 2018 season 
captured with dynamic 
photos and great articles.

If you haven’t received 
yours yet, be sure to order 
one today!

CALIFORNIA FESTIVAL 
of SPEED 
March 29-31
The POC is a always a major 
player at the CFOS. Three 
days of competion.

Time Attack registration:
cfos.motorsportreg.com
Cup Registration:
register.pca.org
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And, don’t miss the Official POC 
Facebook Page with photos, videos 
and comments from our members.
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...has been a proud sponsor of the POC since opening their doors last year. 
Recently, John Payne paid a visit. John is seen here along with  

General Manager, Dan Comouche, checking out five stunning GT3 RSs as  
Porsche Irvine renews their POC sponsorship for 2019.

Click here 
to visit 

Porsche Irvine’s 
Website

PORSCHE Irvine

Rain is a great equalizer and a strong demonstration of one’s adaptability to different track conditions.  Prior 
to Saturday’s race, my only rain experience was as a kid in Go-Karts. It was at Kerman Kart Club in Central 
California and I recall it being a disaster. I remember my dad doing all he could to put “grooves” into my tires 
with a Dremel. Needless to say, that wasn’t effective and the race became about how well you stayed on the 
track and kept your engine running after you spun. Keep in mind that Karts require a starter to get them going, 
so stalling isn’t an option. Once it was all said and done, I managed to squeak out a podium, finishing 3rd out 
of approximately 12-15 Karts.

Fast Forward nearly 20 years to POC’s WSIR Season Opener. Coming up to the weekend, I recall checking my 
weather app several times a day and decided to get a set of rain tires (just in case). For the second practice 
session on Saturday, we strapped on the rain tires for the first time. Going onto the track I felt nervous with 
sensory overload and thinking:  How is the track with the new repave? How will my car react?  I quickly found 
a slick patch on the way out of the hot pits, causing my tires to spin, giving me just enough jitters to raise my 
cautionary skills.  As each lap passed, I found grip and the sensation was amazing. I could feel every input that 
I was used to feeling, only magnified by ten times.  My driving style changed to 8/10ths and keeping focused 
on being super smooth. By the end of the session, I was second fastest overall.

Now we had to prepare for the competitive component. We had numerous challenges trying to classify my car 
and had the goal of running GT4 (although mine was classified for GT3 at the time). We tried different options 
and even dynoed the car in the rain.  Here’s a big shout out and thanks to my amazing crew chief, Eric Oviatt, 
for his huge effort in the rain to do whatever we had to do. In the final moments, we decided that we would 
just go for GT3 and have fun.

In qualifying it rained even harder. There were many more drivers on the track and we were forced to deal with 
massive rooster tails generated from the rain tires.  If we got too close to someone in front of us, visibility was 
gone.  With no wipers and only Rain-X applied to my windshield, the only option was to go faster to force the 
water off my window so I could see. As laps went by, Eric was on the radio informing me of my position.  We 
had pole by the third lap. Time to stop:  I wanted to keep the edges as sharp as possible and save the tires for 
the race.

As race time approached, we were watching the Orange Race and it seemed like chaos. Once their race ended, 
our group would’ve been up shortly. That’s when the officials called for a delay.  After the rain died down a little, 
the Red Racers got together and decided to go for it. 

As the race started there was a sense that everyone was just keeping their space coming down for the green 
flag. Like any start, it was a fight to the first turn and I managed to maintain my position. Going into T2, my car 
was hooking up well and third place kept drifting up and slowing down as I motored right underneath him for 
third place. 

By about the 5th or 6th lap, the rain was just a sprinkle and the track dried really fast. I noticed the driver in 
second place kept going offline on the long straits and I quickly realized that he was trying to keep his rain tires 
cool.  I decided to join the fun.  By lap 10 or 11, the track was drying out and my tires were getting too hot, 
resulting in a loss of grip. The driver behind me, Steve Town GT4 #822 was running TOYO R888s and he caught 
up to me—paying off for him. 

The white Flag fell and the driver in fourth put a move on me forcing me to enter T1 a little too hot.  The 
low angle of the sun in the late afternoon, magnified by the raindrops on my windshield added to my vision 
challenges and I lost my position.  Determined to get back in the race and go for 3rd, I noticed a GT4 car behind 
me.  I was surprised and turns out he was one of a few drivers who had opted to run on slicks (or an A7). Going 
into T3 he made a move on me and we made contact—taking us both off of the track.  Despite the mishap, I 
managed to keep my position in GT3 and finished in 4th. 

The opportunity to deal with constant challenges is thrilling.  If I could, I would race in the rain as often as 
possible.  I love it.  I’m big on strategy and dynamic driving and this makes racing in the rain so much fun.  

By Paul Bolton

  True Confession:   
I was hoping  
    that it would rain

Sky21 Media offers full-service video production 
with an emphasis on telling a story in an engaging 
and authentic manner. Our cinematographers and edi-
tors blend the latest technology with creativity in order 
to produce the very best product for our customers, 
nearly always exceeding their goals. 

     We look forward to working with YOU!

Check out  our  WEB si te  or  give us a cal l . . . 
www.sky21media.com (949) 371-9841 

Join us in 
thanking and 
supporting 
all of our 
sponsors 

for the 2019 
season!
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